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Una crescente mole di 
letteratura scientifica 
proveniente da lavori di 
elettrofisiologia, 
comportamentali e  di 
imaging cerebrale, fornisce 
evidenze sperimentale ai 
modelli teorici 
computazionali che 
postulano un ruolo di 
inferenza attiva per il sistema 
percettivo, che agirebbe con 

lo scopo di ridurre il rischio 
di errore predittivo. Sono 
tuttavia al momento più 
limitati i dati che correlino il 
suddetto modello con 
comportamenti complessi 
come l’interazione sociale.  
Il dott. Grégoire Sergeant 
affronterà l’argomento su un 
piano puramente teorico ed 
implementato mediante 
modelli robotici.
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Figure 2: The Field of Consciousness and social-a↵ective perspective taking

Illustration of the algorithmic principles for preference update and active inference. Left-tier. Prior beliefs

about the preferences of another agent are updated by combining spatial orientation and a↵ective valence

signals as sensory evidence. Parameters of the subject’s (S) current projective transformation  s are

compared to the inferred parameters of the projective transformation of the other (O)  o to estimate the

uncertainty � of the subject regarding the spatial relationships between the other agent and its direction of

aiming, e.g. towards an object c, which weighs in the update. Middle-tier. Information is integrated by

combining prior beliefs and sensory evidence, and framed through a projective transformation  , for access

and appraisal in the FoC. FoCs can be attributed to the subject or other agents. A value of free energy

FE(FoC) is associated with the current FoC and averaged with previous values as part of a cumulative

process of optimisation aimed at selecting alternate action plans through an internal imagination loop. The

contribution of the current FE(FoC) to the average is weighted by the importance I
m

attributed by the agent

to itself or others, depending on which agent the simulated FoC represents. In other words, agents use, in a

variable manner, projective social-a↵ective perspective taking to integrate their updated beliefs about others’

preferences and anticipated behaviours. The current change �a of the average FE with respect to anticipated

actions and action consequences (in time and space) motivates behavioural tendencies of approach (if < 0) or

avoidance (if > 0), and related emotion expression. Imagined action plans are compared based on their

overall FE in order to select the next actual action using the plan with minimal FE. Action outcomes from

self and others feedback into the process. Right-tier. Illustration of the principles of the algorithm in the

robotic context. Robot S (the subject) likes cube c2, and robot O (the other agent) cube c1. Robot O

expresses a positive emotion towards c1. Robot S updates its beliefs about the preference of robot O towards

c1, and starts taking perspective to predict the behaviour of robot O and plan its own actions, by computing

FoCs and associated FE(FoC) within its imagination loop. It starts with FoC1(S) and FoC1(O),

representing respectively robot S and O current perspectives. It iterates to select FoC2(S) and FoC2(O), and

then FoC3(S) and FoC3(O) (note that on the figure, FoC2(O) and FoC3(O) are conflated into FoC2,3(O)

due to space limitations). Altogether, these series of expected FoCs are associated with the smallest overall

FE min(FE), and define the best action plan for robot S, in which robot S goes around c1 to avoid running

into robot O, and approach c2.
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